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Clean Power Alliance overview

- Clean Power Alliance will soon serve approximately one million customer accounts across 31 communities in Southern California.
- CPA already serves over 30,000 customer accounts with the remaining to be brought on by May 2019.
- CPA offers three competitive rate offerings at 36%, 50% and 100% RPS tiers, with a default chosen by each community.
- In 2019, CPA’s overall RPS deliveries will exceed 55% at GHG intensity lower than SCE.
PCIA: a Southern California perspective

- SCE rates have historically been less than PG&E rates

- CPA has assumed a competitive environment with modest cost savings compared to SCE rates

- The APD further compresses margins with negative impacts on CPA’s ability to achieve its goals, including
  - Voluntary action to reduce GHG emissions well beyond minimum compliance requirements
  - Programs to benefit low income customers (CARE customers eligible for 100% RPS at parity rate with SCE in some areas)